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 We had a P lan
...to create a lovely doll in soft, cosy dress. 

The organic motives gave the outline of Janka’s story
who wants to have her own private jungle.

... 
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The Scene







   

Developing
THE COLLECTION

Each doll is absolutely unique, and  made by hand.
The heads are formed by a precise turner,

and the faces are painted by me – one by one.
The tiny clothes were designed and made with meticulous care.

Every piece of the dolls has their own story. 
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   NATURAL FABRICS,

NaturalBeauty

• ORGANIC MOTIVES •



Janka had heard of special forests before, where the trees 
reach up to the sky and there are leaves the size of umbrellas 
in the undergrowth. These stories inspired her, and she often 
daydreamed about hiding beneath the leaves from the rain, or 
resting in her hammock suspended high in the canopy. After the 
adventure filled day she would fall asleep to the sweet scent of 
the forest every night, and she would be woken by the song of 
colorful birds. Now, she was tossing and turning, unable to fall 
asleep because she knew that if she looked out the window, all 
she would see is grey buildings, not sky-high trees, and definitely 
not wondrous, colorful birds. After the restless night, sunrise 
found her at the gate of the botanical garden. She visited all the 
greenhouses because she wanted to draw her favorite plants, 
so she could have a more realistic memory of the fantasy forest 
when she got home. While she was drawing, a seed fell onto her 
paper. And another, and another... soon, she had a fistful of little 
pellets of all colors and shapes in her hand. At first, Janka just 
stood there, puzzled. When the trees whispered to each other 
knowingly above her head, she finally realized that this was their 
way of thanking her for her attention. She ran home to plant 
the seeds. She planted a little seed in every pot, bowl and mug. 
Raising them wasn’t easy, but she persistently cared for the little 
seedlings, which soon grew into beautiful, tall trees. They could 
even support her hammock, sooner than she would have expected, 
and Janka swayed in it contently: she finally had her own jungle.

Janka’s Day at The Botanical Garden







  History
06/11/2014. 

The first perfect prototype of Emma doll is ready

10/09/2014.
The first edition of Emma doll 

13/11/2014.
The release of Emma Travels Set

31/12/2014.
The first dollhouse was built and the first Janka doll was made

04/23/2015.
Emma’s Second Edition

06/26/2015.
Janka’s release

16/11/2016.
Misha arrives

05/16/2018.
New illustrated doll boxes with tales

2018.09.
The release of the Botanical Garden Collection
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